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   NOFRAUD PORTAL

GUIDE



This document serves as a guide to the NoFraud Portal account to ensure proper configuration and 
enable merchant functions and overview of all transactions running through the NoFraud system.

Overview
The NoFraud Portal is the merchant’s access to all things pertaining to their NoFraud configuration. Each client is required 
to set up an account prior to testing. The portal serves as a dashboard for merchants where they can exercise control 
through the multiple functions available to them. Through the portal, each merchant has access to a transaction section, 
whitelist, blacklist, resources, account settings and a few other functions. This paper serves as an explanation of each 
section in the portal.

Before you go live or begin testing you first need to set up your portal account to ensure proper configuration. You are 
required to save information under the account, integration and setting tabs. For that purpose, we will first walk you 
through the account information tabs.

   Account Information
On the bottom left of your portal account, you have access to 4 different tabs that require merchant information input. 

Please follow each tab instructions:

 Account
 The first sub-section on the bottom left of your portal account. Fill out the basic information and save.

 
1. First Name   
2. Last name   
3. Company Name - This should reflect the company name as customers recognize it because it is used for verification 
purposes.   
4. Phone Number   
5. Email - must be unique.    
6.  Password - you can reset your password here anytime.    
7. Password confirmation.



   Integration

Through this tab, you will select which method of integration you are using. 

Methods of integration:

• Gateway Emulator -- You are required to select your gateway and fill out your gateway credenitals.
• Plugin -- An API Key is generated automatically for your integration.
• Direct API -- An API Key is generated automatically for your integration. 

Depending on your method selection, specific instructions ('Integration Tips') will appear at the bottom of the page to assist 
you with the integration.

  
Settings

Merchants can disable and enable certain functions. We recommend that these changes only be made by an authorized 
account holder or the admin of the account. For the purpose of this illustration we enabled all functions, they are disabled 
by default unless you are a Shopify user.



 
 1. Live Mode - Turn on to take your account out of test mode and go live. 

 2. Passive Mode - Turn on to have NoFraud render decisions on your orders without affecting the process. (All orders  
 are sent directly to the gateway, even if NoFraud failed it.) This is used to observe NoFraud’s process without it   
 affecting your orders. You can make internal decisions based on the NoFraud status.

           3. Remove Chargeback Protection - By disabling this function, you are turning off the chargeback protection guarantee.

 4. If Shipping is Empty Default to Billing - If an order’s shipping address is empty, use the order’s billing address as the  
 shipping address. This function is only relevant to physical goods and not services. 

 5. Send Email on Review State - Receive a notification for each order that NoFraud reviews.
 
 6. Send Email on Fail State - Receive a notification for each order that NoFraud fails. 
 
 7. Custom Error Message - Customize the error message customers see in your cart when they get denied by NoFraud.

 8. Merchant IP Address - The IP address of the store or physical location that you will be taking phone orders from  
 (Multiple IP addresses can be entered separated by comma.) This information allows us to differentiate between  
 orders placed over the phone and those that are placed from the customer browser.
 
 9. Contact Email List - A list of emails to receive the NoFraud notifications. Separate each email address with a comma.

Payments

To automate the billing process each month, please enter the following payment information.



 1. Card Number - The credit card number that will be charged the balance of each month.

 2. Card Expiration Month - Credit card’s expiration month (two digits).

 3. Card Expiration Year - Credit card’s expiration year (four digits).

 4. CVC - Credit card’s security code (Usually found on the back of the card consisting of three or four numbers.)

 5. Remeber to click 'Save Card'.

Transactions 

The purpose of the transaction section is to provide a general overview of all transactions running through NoFraud. See
the image below:

Through this general overview, you will see the following transaction information:

 1. Date/Time that the order was received.

 2. NoFraud's decision. (see terminology page for decision details)

 3. Gateway's response.

 4. Transaction ID .

 5. Customer Name.

 6. Card Information. 

 7. Amount – the cost of goods purchased.

 8. Billing Information.

 9. Shipping Information.

 10. AVS Result.

 11. CVV Result.



Each order can be opened and viewed in greater detail. See image below of an open order.

Based on the field result, the color will vary for each section:

• The NoFraud result section will be green if it passed, yellow if it's in review, and red if it failed.
• The Gateway result section follows the same pattern as the NoFraud result section.
• The Transaction section is based on the CVV result. If it's a match, the box will be green; if it's not a match, it'll be red.
• The Billing section is based on AVS. If the address is a full match, the box will be green; if it's a partial match, it'll be
yellow; if it fully doesn't match, it will be red.
• The Shipping section will be green if it is shipping to the AVS-verified address either partially or fully (for example, if it
ships to a house with the same ZIP, it'll be green); if it ships to a completely different address, the box will be red.
• IP Geolocation is always blue.

The map will mark the shipping and billing location so you can easily visualize the distance between the cardholder
(assuming the AVS is verified) and the person it is shipping to.

Note: If there is no IP on an order or if the shipping is the same as the billing, geolocation does not appear on the map.



Transaction Filters

There are a few filters that can provide a more limited view of the transaction page. The dropdown icon allows you to view 
transactions based on status. The search bar allows you to filter all transactions based on any data entered. For example, if 
you want to search a specific IP, type it in and all orders matching your request will be pulled up.

   

The calender view allows you to pull up transactions within certain dates. You can set the criteria by clicking each box and 
selecting the date desired on the calender. The system will automatically set the page to show the transactions within the 
time frame selected.



Transaction Terminology

Each transaction has its corresponding NoFraud status and Gateway response visible on the order in the portal. Here is a 
breakdown of what each term means:

The NoFraud Decision appears under 'NF' by each transaction and can be either of the following results: Pass, Fail, and 
Review. 

Fail - Transactions that fail have been deemed fraudulent and are not sent to the gateway. A generic message is sent to 
the customer while they are in the cart. This gives legitimate customers the chance to rectify any error(s) and resubmit 
the order.

Review –  This is the status for when the system is unable to make an automatic decision based on the data received. 
These  transactions will be held in a review state in the portal. An internal investigation is conducted by NoFraud. Most 
investigations are cleared up within 2 hours although they may take up to 48 hours, depending on how difficult it is to 
reach the cardholder. NoFraud will only use contact information that is known to be linked to the cardholder. Merchants 
are notified and periodically updated throughout the investigation. Once a decision is made, NoFraud will change the 
status in the portal to either Pass or Fraudulent. Merchants have the ability to make these decisions and change the sta-
tus on their own. *Note: the Chargeback Protection Feature does not cover orders that were passed by the merchant.

Pass – The transaction has been deemed legitimate and is directed to the gateway. Merchants have the ability to change 
the status of these orders to fraudulent if they are notified that the transaction carries high risk. These changes should be 
reported to NoFraud so that we can flag the information to ensure all future attempts from that customer are futile.

The Gateways response appears under 'Gateway' by each transactions and can be either of the following results: Fail, 
Pass, and Error.

All orders passed by NoFraud are automatically directed to the gateway for processing. However, the Gateway can 
decline the transaction based on data errors, rendering an ‘Error’ or ‘Fail’ decision. Being that these are payment process-
ing errors, NoFraud has no control over the decisions. We recommend that the cardholder reach out to their bank with 
questions on Gateway fails or errors.

Pass – the payment has been successfully authorized.

Please notify your account manager of all status changes made on the merchants end.



 Blacklist / Whitelist

Blacklist: All orders that match any entries on this list will automatically get declined by NoFraud and not sent to the gateway.
Whitelist: All orders that match any entries on this list will automatically pass NoFraud and get sent to the gateway.
We don't suggest using the blacklist frequently as it can obstruct unrelated attempts with similar credentials. IPs are typically 
interchangeable and many customers use the same forwarding companies as their shipping address. We recommend only 
authorized users and the account admin control this section.

  

 

 1. Field Type - Type of information that NoFraud will check to see if an order is on the blacklist. (Types: Email, IP   
 address, Phone, Name, Address) 

 2. Field Value - The data that the checked field will be compared to. I.E. if you want to allow a specific IP address,  
 select field type IP address and enter the blacklisted IP address in the field value and press save. It will now show up  
 in the Rule Table. Name is constructed as (billing first name billing last name) Address is constructed as (address city,  
 state zip).

 3. Rule Table - List of rules you have created to allow orders.
  a. Created - When the rule was created.
  b. Field Type 
  c. Field Value
  d. Edit - Edit the rule
  e. Delete - Delete the rule.



Questions About the Portal?

NoFraud offers excellent support to help guide you through every step of the way. Our team of 
experts are ready to answer any questions you may have regarding your NoFraud Portal Account.

Contact Information:

Blumi Gross: Fraud Analyst
Email: blumi@nofraud.com
Phone: 888-773-3669 EXT 103

Mendel Schneerson: Developer
Email: mendel@nofraud.com  
Phone: 888-773-3669 EXT 111


